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Abstract. Let a;b;c;d 2 R be given such that a < b;c < d . Starting with the Bernstein bivari-
ate approximation formula on Œa;b Œc;d  a corresponding composite Bernstein type cubature
formula is constructed. Its coefficients and an upper bound estimation for the remainder term are
established. Numerical examples and comparisons with other known cubature formulas are also
provided.
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1. PRELIMINARIES
Let N be the set of positive integers and N0 DN[f0g. It is well known (see for
example [1,2,5,6,8,9]) that the Bernstein bivariate operatorsBm;n WC Œ0;1 Œ0;1!
C Œ0;1 Œ0;1 are defined for any f 2 C Œ0;1 Œ0;1, any .x;y/ 2 Œ0;1 Œ0;1 and



























are the fundamental univariate Bernstein’s polynomials.
Note that the bivariate polynomials (1.1) are known as the Bernstein bivariate poly-
nomials of degree .m;n/.
For any f 2 C Œ0;1 Œ0;1, .x;y/ 2 Œ0;1 Œ0;1; m;n 2N, the equality
f .x;y/D Bm;nf .x;y/CRm;nf .x;y/ (1.3)
is known as the Bernstein bivariate approximation formula, Rm;nf being its re-
mainder term.
Regarding the remainder term of (1.3) were established the following results.
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Theorem 1 ([5]). For any f 2 C Œ0;1 Œ0;1 the remainder term of (1.3) can be





















































for any .x;y/ 2 Œ0;1 Œ0;1, where the brackets denote bivariate divided differences.
Theorem 2 ([5]). Let p;q 2N0, a  x0 < x1 <   < xp  b;c  y0 < y1 <   <




on a;bŒc;d Œ. Then, there exists .;/ 2a;bŒc;d Œ such that
x0;x1; : : : ;xp











































Applying the above results, in [4] was obtained the following Bernstein type cub-
ature formula.
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holds, where the coefficients are expressed by
Aij D 1
.mC1/.nC1/ ; .8/ i D 0;m; .8/j D 0;n (1.9)
and the remainder term satisfies







Note that the cubature formula (1.8) has the degree of exactness .1;1/ i.e. it is exact
for the bivariate polynomials i;j .x;y/D xiyj ;0 i  j  1, i;j 2N0; iCj  1:
Theorem 1.4 was generalized as follows.


































holds, were Rm;nŒf  satisfies (1.10).




0 f .x;y/dx dy which the desired
precision ", imposing the condition jRm;nŒf j< ".
The focus of the present paper is to extend the results from [4] in order to obtain
a composite Bernstein type cubature formula on any bidimensional interval Œa;b
Œc;d . Finally, numerical examples and comparisons with other known cubature for-
mulas will be provided.
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2. MAIN RESULTS
Let a;b;c;d 2 R be given such that a < b;c < d and N be the set of positive
integers.
Lemma 1. The Bernstein bivariate polynomial associated to f 2 C Œa;b Œc;d 






























.y  c/j .d  y/n j
are the Bernstein fundamental polynomials.








interval Œa;b Œc;d  into Œ0;1 Œ0;1. Taking the above and definitions (1.1),(1.2)
into account one arrives to (2.1), (2.2). 
For any f 2 C Œa;b Œc;d ;m;n 2N the equality
f .x;y/D Bm;nf .x;y/CRm;nf .x;y/ (2.3)
is the Bernstein approximation formula on Œa;b Œc;d . Applying Theorem 1.3, for
the remainder term of (2.3) follows










on a;bŒc;d Œ, the following
jRm;nf .x;y/j  .x a/.b x/
2m.b a/2 M1Œf  (2.4)
C .y  c/.d  y/
2n.d   c/2 M2Œf 
C .x a/.b x/.y  c/.d  y/
4mn.b a/2.d   c/2 M3Œf 
holds, for any .x;y/ 2 Œa;b Œc;d , where
























and I J D Œa;b Œc;d .











cC .j  1/  d   c
n




k D 1;m; j D 1;n:
In each such type of interval one considers the distinct knots .xh;yl/;
hD 0;p; l D 0;q, where
xhD aC.kp pCh/  b a
mp
; yl D cC.jq qCl/  d   c
nq
; hD 0;p; l D 0;q: (2.6)
Applying Lemma 2:1 on Ik Jj , follows the following bivariate Bernstein type
polynomial
















































cC.j 1/  d   c
n
;cCj  d   c
n

holds the bivariate Bernstein approximation formula
f .x;y/D Bp;k;q;jf .x;y/CRp;k;q;jf .x;y/: (2.8)
Applying Lemma 2.2 we get the following upper bound estimation for the re-
mainder term of (2.8)
jRp;k;q;jf .x;y/j (2.9)













































M 003 Œf 
where













































Ah;k;l;jf .xk;yl/CRkj Œf  (2.11)
are expressed by
Ah;k;l;j D .b a/.d   c/
mn.pC1/.qC1/ : (2.12)






















y  c  .j  1/  d   c
n
l 


































y c .j 1/ d   c
n
l 






Ah;k;l;j D Ap Aq:
























were B.hC 1;p hC 1/ is the Euler function of first kind. Taking its well known












In a similar way one obtains Aq D d cn.qC1/ and then, taking the equality Ah;k;l;j D
Ap Aq into account follows (2.12). 
Theorem 7. Let f 2 C 2;2Œa;b Œc;d  such that exist @
4f
@x2@y2









are bounded on IkJj ;kD 1;m;j D 1;n. Then, the following
upper bound estimation for the remainder term of (2.11)
jRk:j Œf j  .b a/.d   c/
12m2n
M 001 Œf C
.b a/.d   c/
12mn2
M 002 Œf C (2.13)
C .b a/.d   c/
144m2n2
M 003 Œf 
holds, where M 001 Œf  ;M 002 Œf  ;M 003 Œf  are defined at (2.10).
Proof. The inequality (2.13) follows integrating the approximation formula (2.8)
and taking the inequalities (2.9) into account. 
The main result of the paper is the following
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are bounded on a;bŒc;d Œ. Then, the fol-
















holds, where xh;yl are defined at (2.6) while the remainder term verifies the inequal-
ity (1.10).
Proof. Adding the Bernstein type cubature formulas (2.11) for k D 1;m;
j D 1;n one arrives to (2.14). 
Remark 1.
(i) For aD 0;b D 1 one refinds the results from [7].
(ii) It is immediate that lim





























In [9] the authors introduce cubature formulas for two-variables function with







For a uniform grid on the domain Œa;b Œc;d with nodes .xi ;yj /; i D 0;1; : : : ;m;







.uiC1;jC1Cui;jC1Cui;j CuiC1;j /; 0 i < m; 0 j < n






.16ui;j C4uiC1;j C4ui 1;j C4ui;jC1C4ui;j 1C4uiC1;jC1




















To demonstrate the accuracy of our new numerical cubature formula, we compare
the Bernstein Rule (BR) with Trapezoidal Rule (TR) and Simpson’s Rule (SR) by
using the following test functions:
f1 W Œ0;2 Œ0;2! R; f1.x;y/D e .x2Cy2/
f2 W Œ0;5 Œ0;3! R; f2.x;y/D e 2.xCy/ sin.4xC4y/
f"Œ0;1 Œ0;1! R; f".x;y/D .1  e x" /.1  e 2y" /.1 x/.1 y/C
Ccos.x
2
/e y ; " 2 .;1:
The last function f" is studied in [9] for the values of "D 1, "D 10 1, "D 10 2,
"D 10 3, "D 10 4 and "D 10 5, by using Trapezoidal Rule (TR), Simpson’s
Rule (SR) and the new methods introduced by the author.


















and the errors by
eTRf D jIf  TRf j; eSRf D jIf  SRf j; eBRf D jIf  BRf j:
The numerical results obtained for mD 64, nD 64, p D 5 and q D 5 are presented
in Table 1 and Table 2. In these tables, e m means 10 m.
The Mathcad 14.0 package was used to generate these numerical results.
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Table 1. Errors for f1 and f2
eTRf eSRf eBRf
f1 1.05e-5 6.84e-9 2.10e-6
f2 1.40e-5 1.89e-6 1.47e-6
Table 2. Errors for f"
" eTRf" eSRf" eBRf"
1 2.68e-5 6.65e-11 5.37e-6
10 1 2.87e-4 1.42e-6 5.76e-5
10 2 2.71e-3 6.95e-4 5.54e-4
10 3 7.01e-3 4.43e-3 1.91e-3
10 4 7.76e-3 5.11e-3 2.59e-3
10 5 7.76e-3 5.18e-3 2.59e-3
4. CONCLUSIONS
In Table 1 and Table 2 one can see that Bernstein cubature formula revised is better
than trapezoidal cubature formula for all functions studied. Even if the Simpson’s
cubature formula is of order (2,2) and Bernstein cubature formula is of order (1,1),
the results obtained by using our revised formula are better for the cases of functions
f2 and f", with "D 10 2;10 3;10 4;10 5.
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